Deformation of the film due to mismatch between the parameters of the film and substrate U m = (b -a)/b (a, b are their lattice constants) induce built-in electric field.
=> This field lead to electret state in thinner film. 
in-plane out of-plane
The in-plane component in the ydirection is also accessible One explanation for the back-switching of the domains : imprint Nano-ferroelectrics high density memories are of major interest It leads to challenging understanding and simulation of the properties of such materials at nanoscale Piezoresponse Force Microscopy (PFM) is a very powerful tool to investigate the ferroelectric and piezoelectric nature of thin films and monocrystals at the nanoscale.
It allows to probe the dynamic behaviour of ferroelectric domains => e.g. fatigue phenomena at the nanoscale PFM is in some cases the only way to probe the ferroelectric nature of a surface (heterogeneous surfaces, nanostructures...).
The same apparatus is used to read and write ferroelectric domains -any polarisation pattern can be written with a resolution of several tens of nanometers.
Conclusions

